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It is a peculiar conjunction - glamour so excessive that it can embrace and admit its own 
decrepitude. This is one of the lessons of the queer handmade aesthetic: it exists where grit 
and glitter meet, ostensibly right on the surface of things, and yet profound.
- Julia Bryan-Wilson, “Grit and Glitter” 1

Over the Top
You are at a feminist art show. You are at a queer art show.
You are at an art show regarding pleasure. You are at an art show regarding politics.

It is my opinion that the lessons of feminist and queer art theory applies to all art 
production. These are not marginal discourses. They are discourses that rescue artists 
both historically and contemporarily from rampant and easy dismissal vis-a-vis 
exclusionary and patriarchal Modernist theories of the avant-garde. Emerging in the 
1970s, Feminist art theory, particularly as influenced by Marxism, introduced ways of 
evaluating and advocating for artwork beyond the naively progressivist and industrial-
capitalist mandates of Modernism, always demanding narrow visions of their version of 
the new, the original, the more efficient. 

Instead, Feminist art theory looks sideways, taking in 
considerations of the injustices within pleasure and 
politics, of the here and now, of class and economics, 
of access and opportunity, of the systemic structuring 
of disadvantage, and of the spaces made available (or 
not) to those who did not and still do not fit historically 
contrived versions of the important artist archetype and, 
relatedly, what materials they utilize in their artwork. My 
own curatorial approach considers how art production is 
proportional to the resources a particular artist has access 
to, or not, due to the restrictions of finance, history, 
space, identity, and opportunity. 

I’m not sure every artist whose work is in this show would 
identify as a feminist. I’m not sure every artist whose work 
is in this show would identify as queer. 

Yet, should that prohibit me from evaluating and advocating for 
their work from such a perspective? Particularly when those that do, 
indeed, identify as a feminist and/or queer artist will be subjugated 
to the suffocating evaluative criteria of Modernism as the insidious 
master narrative of all Western art?

Don’t be fooled by the kind of tokenism that leads anyone to look 
through rose (or is it Rrose?) colored glasses and believe we’re 
post-anything in contemporary society. The ‘art world’ - as defined 
by the centralized powers of museums, private collectors, the 
market, and academia - is not post-taste.  It is an argument explored 
in greater detail by art historian Elissa Auther in her 2009 book 
String, Felt, Thread: The Hierarchy of Art and Craft in American Art, 
which chronicles the challenges artists working with non-industrial 
and fibrous materials have met entering their artwork into fine art 
arenas of exhibition and collection predisposed towards valuing more 
industrial materials and normative art forms.2  Furthermore, in his 
October 2013 presentation “Democracy Has Bad Taste” as part of 
The Reich Lecture series broadcast by the BBC, queer ceramic artist 
Grayson Perry argues that institutional and academic preferences 
in assessing ‘quality’ in artwork does not accurately represent the 
interests or opinions of popular audiences, and that popular appeal 
may denigrate an artwork’s highbrow appeal.3

So, then, why is value intimately connected to notions of ‘good’ or 
‘bad’ taste you may ask? Because, to paraphrase Lucy Lippard’s 1978 
essay “Making Something from Nothing;” “Good taste is once again 
the economic captive of the classes that rule the culture and govern 

1 Bryan-Wilson, Julia. “Grit and Glitter,” octopus journal (Volume 4, Fall 2008). p.19-30.
2 Perry, Grayson. “Democracy Has Bad Taste.” The Reith Lectures. BBC Radio. 19 October, 2013.
3 Auther, Elissa. String, Felt, Thread: The Hierarchy of Art and Craft in American Art (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2009).
4 Lippard, Lucy R. “Making Something from Nothing (Toward a Definition of Women’s ‘Hobby Art’ - 1978)” 
The Pink Glass Swan:Essays on Feminist Art (The New Press, New York, NY, 1995).

its institutions.”4 In my own opinion, taste 
continues to be an ideological apparatus by 
which the biases and master narratives of 
Modernism perpetuate to this day.

The Tyranny of Good Taste considers the 
economy as a determining factor for why 
artists are producing excessively decorative, 
grotesquely and ornately handmade, and 
pleasurably dense artworks with the kind of 
‘lowbrow’ materials they are. Artists in this 
exhibition utilize such things as street trash, 
consumer waste, junk food, crafty odds 
and ends, vinyl tape, produce packaging, 
spray foam, used latex studio gloves, and 
cheap domestic porcelain in their artworks. 

Materials like these land pretty low within the hierarchy of artistic materials: a 
hierarchy that privileges and lends industrial materials some immediate, artificial 
quality of value (metal, steel, glossy fabricated fiberglass). 

This tendancy in art production, of course, is nothing new, or original, or avant-garde, 
and it is not intended to be. These artworks are potential responses to the times 
we live in, the contents of an artist’s bank account, and harsh economic conditions 
felt by the majority of artists working today. Harsh economic conditions, it should 
be noted, that have been particularly and historically endured by non-normative 
identities for ages. It is through dedicated, transformative artistic labor - which I call 
‘strategically inventive’ and ‘abnormally resourceful’ - that these artists manage to 
make, by hand, gloriously over-the-top somethings from nothing. 

-Danny Orendorff (1/25/14)
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